
Thank you for choosing Joker Machine Speedway GP3 Throttle Assembly.
It is the result of several years of development and improvements learned by
our countinued racing efforts and desire to provide the finest racing twist throttle available.

Catalog # SW-3111, SW-3112, SW-3113, SW-3114, SW-3115

Made in the U.S.A.        040317-GP3-D 1/11/2016

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
IMPORTANT NOTE: Use medium strength threadlocker (BLUE Loctite)
on all fasteners. 

Slide the entire assembly into position on the handlebar and tighten
the bar clamp.
NOTE: DO NOT TIGHTEN EXCESSIVELY!

Remove the knob & window assembly from the body.

Install the throttle cable lug onto the throttle tube slot.

With the cable adapter slot facing upward, wrap the cable around the
cable roller and install the throttle cable and adapter into the body.

Rotate the cable adapter so the slot is closed in the body to avoid 
contaminants from getting to the cable

Tighten the cable adapter set screw (do not over tighten).

Re-install the knob & window assembly. 
NOTE: Do not use Loctite on or near the clear lens as it will be
attacked by a chemical reaction!

Adjust cable play as needed and adjust the throttle stop set screw if
necessary
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MAINTENANCE:
Avoid harsh chemicals and abrasive solutions when cleaning.

Avoid the use of pressure washers directly in contact with the
assembly. 

INNER CABLE LENGTH:
Inner cable length not including the amount needed for the
carburetor is 2-3/4". This is the amount of cable needed to go from
the cable adjuster to the throttle tube. 

2245 Kiowa Blvd N Ste 100, Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403
www.jokermachine.com, sales@jokermachine.com

(P) 909-596-9690, (F) 909-596-9693

JOKER MACHINE GP3 HIGH PERFORMANCE
SPEEDWAY THROTTLE

Extra lightening mill cuts on all parts.

Quick cable access through the knob & window.

Knurled cable adapter for easy rotation.

Easy cable removal from the top of the roller without removing the
roller and cable adapter from the body due to the "slotted" adapter
and body.

Larger cable adapter set screw that shares the same allen wrench
size as the tube stop adjuster.

GP3 FEATURES:


